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by  religion, might have been  forbidden ; it might have
become taboo.
We have seen already that " as in most of the Mon-
Khm£r languages, -so also in the Munda languages a
second degree of prefixation is obtained by the insertion
of a nasal or of a liquid between the prefix and the
root/' One is therefore brought to suppose that amongst
the geographical names of India, those which begin by
kam, kart kal, tarn, tar, tal,pam, par, pal can occasionally
preserve the indications of the Austro-Asiatie past.
Here the research is more delicate, the results are more
doubtful; we have not succeeded in finding out
organic wholes of this type that are inseparable like
those we have already examined. It is possible that
Kalinga: Tilinga may belong to this type and may
be analysed as kal-i(n)ga, til-i(n)ga. The variation
of the first vowel can be easily explained by the
hypothesis of a vowel of obscure timbre ?, which is
wanting in the Aryan languages of India, and which
could have taken the most diverse shades. The name
of Kalinga has been fixed under this form at an early
time because Kalinga played an important role in the
political history of India as soon as the Aryan civilisa-
tion had spread up to the eastern coast : witness the
inscriptions of Adoka and KhSravela. Tilinga has not
the same fortune; the Aryan and Dravidian conquest
had cut it into pieces ; the variations of its name indicate
its political variations ; it is only about the year 1000 A.D.
that some princes claimed "the suzerainty -of Trikalinga,"
perhaps with the intention of absorbing both T(r)ilinga
and Kalinga under this designation. It is equally possible
that Kulinda~Pulinda originated from Srt-inda, Ptl-inda,;
we have met with Kalindaj. Kalindl and on the other

